
 
 

SUMMARY

The Irish singer and songwriter of rhythm-and-blues known as Sarah O Gorman has released her 
debut EP album, “Concrete Rain.”

PRESS RELEASE  
 
Sarah O Gorman releases debut EP, ‘CONCRETE RAIN'

The singer and songwriter of rhythm-and-blues known as Sarah O Gorman has released her debut 
EP album, “Concrete Rain.” The record contains four original tracks for a listening time of 17 
minutes. Blending elements of soul, R-'n'-B, and even folk music, “Concrete Rain” signals that 
Sarah O Gorman has plenty of evocative music to share. Read full release »

BIOGRAPHY

Growing up in Ireland, Sarah played in the school band, (“piano, some flute and for a while, an 
accordion”), and although leaving music to work in the nonprofit world for a few years, she would 
eventually return or, rather, find herself returning to music. 

It started with learning guitar and writing songs (“or realizing a lot of poems I’d written wanted to be 
songs”), progressed to busking small towns and cities in Ireland - from Lahinch to Galway, Cork to 
Waterford, and then further afield, venturing open stages and small gigs on the songwriter circuits 
of LA, Berlin, London. Performing with a guitar, often a loop station, and always that voice, Sarah 
was honing her sound and learning her craft. Yet it wasn’t until she returned home to Carlow that 
she was able to turn the live work into studio output. The resulting EP, ‘Concrete Rain’ produced by 
Red Snapper founder member, David Ayers, happened very naturally. “We arranged to go in the 
studio, initially for one day – which quickly turned into a week” Sarah says. “We found an 
immediate flow. Everything about how we made this EP reflects what I enjoy in songwriting: the 
seeming anarchy but perfect fluency of the process.” 

Described by Remy Connolly, on the Best of Film and Music Blog, as “one of the stellar releases of 
2017... it fills a void not only in Irish music, but internationally... 'Concrete Rain' journeys through 
folk, soul, blues and gospel with some jazz thrown into the mix. It's a dead-ringer for early 70's funk 
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and soul, nodding to Curtis Mayfield ” In Sarah’s words: “It’s soul, with some bluesy and funk parts. 
And influences like Joan Armatrading and Tracy Chapman are in there too” 

'Concrete Rain' launched in June 2017 at Carlow Arts Festival, where Sarah performed two 
capacity shows. “It was wonderful. Sometimes I think a song lives in the writing of it, or in the 
recording, but these are production stages, the real coming-to-life magic, is playing live. It is an 
amazing feeling to connect on an elemental level with an audience.” 'Concrete Rain' is out now on 
iTunes, Bandcamp and other major digital outlets. 

Sarah O Gorman, a prolific songwriter, continues to write new material and has new tracks ready 
for the studio. 

Meanwhile, “Been Here a Little Long”, “There’s More to the Eye”, “What is the Use of This Love?” 
and “Concrete Rain” are four outstanding songs from a wonderful emerging artist. Soulful, 
exuberant and unrelentingly real, they are a glimpse of what is to come. 

 
LINKS TO MUSIC

Bandcamp: sarahogorman.bandcamp.com
Spotify: https://open.spotify.com/album/05TGUQaX0nGXa6Cyr1sUe1
Amazon https://www.amazon.com/Concrete-Rain-Sarah-O-Gorman/dp/B0716PD5FF/ 
iTunes: https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/concrete-rain/

PHOTOGRAPHY 

Download high res photos here.

CONTACT 
 
General/press: info@sarahogorman.co
Artist email: sarah@sarahogorman.co
Bookings: info@sarahogorman.co
Tel: +49 157 3357 2125
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